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A space-based quantum gas laboratory at
picokelvin energy scales

Naceur Gaaloul 1,12 , Matthias Meister 2,12, Robin Corgier1,3,11,
Annie Pichery1,3, Patrick Boegel 4, Waldemar Herr 5, Holger Ahlers1,5,
Eric Charron 3, Jason R. Williams6, Robert J. Thompson 6,
Wolfgang P. Schleich 2,4,7,8,9, Ernst M. Rasel1 & Nicholas P. Bigelow 10

Ultracold quantum gases are ideal sources for high-precision space-borne
sensing as proposed for Earth observation, relativistic geodesy and tests of
fundamental physical laws as well as for studying new phenomena in many-
body physics during extended free fall. Here we report on experiments with
the Cold Atom Lab aboard the International Space Station, where we have
achieved exquisite control over the quantum state of single 87Rb Bose-Einstein
condensates paving the way for future high-precision measurements. In par-
ticular, we have applied fast transport protocols to shuttle the atomic cloud
over a millimeter distance with sub-micrometer accuracy and subsequently
drastically reduced the total expansion energy to below 100 pK with matter-
wave lensing techniques.

Very low energy scales in physical systems enable quantum physicists
to explore new states of matter, observe phase transitions and accu-
rately measure fundamental physical quantities. Nowadays, experi-
ments with ultracold quantum gases1,2 allow researchers to routinely
access temperature scales well below a nanokelvin. However, the
ultimate potential of these atomic systems, for example in quantum
sensing3, only manifests itself when they are probed in free evolution
and for long observation times of several seconds. Carrying out
experiments in space, where quantum matter can freely float for
unrivaled extended times, is therefore an active research quest in
physics, which has seen recent advancement by the pioneering gen-
eration of atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) in space4 and in
orbit5. In addition to extended free fall times, the space environment
allows the straightforwardmanipulation of quantumgases ormixtures

of them by undistorted symmetric traps enabling for example the
creation of shell topologies6 or uniform Bose gases7.

We have performed a series of experiments employing NASA’s
Cold Atom Lab (CAL)5 aboard the International Space Station (ISS),
where we have created and manipulated BECs that expand with
energies of a few tens of picokelvin. Our methods promote the CAL
multi-user facility into a high-precision, in-orbit laboratory accelerat-
ing numerous research applications such as the study of quantum
bubbles6,8–10, space atom lasers11–13, few-body physics14, quantum
reflection15 from material surfaces or entangled state preparation16,17.
Moreover, this exquisite control will be crucial for space-based quan-
tum information processing18, quantum simulation19, quantum
communication20 and will boost applications such as Earth observa-
tion, relativistic geodesy and tests of fundamental physical laws21–23.
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Technological progress in the field of cold atomsmade it possible
to overcome restrictions posed by space platforms such as payload
compactness, the need for autonomous operation, the changing
orientation and orbital environment during the flight, and to suc-
cessfully launch cold atom experiments into space. However, to take
full advantageof a space-basedquantumgas source suchasCALand to
support the entire range of possible research applications, exquisite
control of the quantum state is required. A first aspect of this control is
the ability to transport the created ensemble in a fast and robust
fashion, yet realizing an accurate final positioning of the transported
atoms24. Equally important is to ensure a release from the final trap
with a well-controlled and tunable center-of-mass velocity to realize
free-space or guided interferometry or generate complex many-body
quantum systems such as squeezed or molecular states. Controlling
the kinematics and expansion of a quantum gas is crucial towards
precision measurements in space. In atom interferometric experi-
ments in particular, the uncertainty about the initial position and initial
velocity couples to other quantities and leads to systematic effects
such as gravity-gradient-induced ones or Coriolis effects25. These sys-
tematic shifts are leading sources of uncertainty limiting the perfor-
mance of state-of-the-art experiments such as tests of the Einstein
equivalence principle26. Finally, the atomic ensemble’s expansion rate
needs to be drastically slowed down to kinetic temperatures of less
than 100pK to allow for a detection after seconds-long free drift
necessary forpushing the sensitivity of spacequantumsensorsbeyond
the performance of their Earth-bound counterparts.

Here we report on important breakthroughs covering the three
aspects of quantum state engineering allowing us to accurately control
the position, release velocity and expansion rate of a quantum gas
ultimately reaching expansion energies of a few tens of picokelvin.
Furthermore, we take advantage of the microgravity environment to
simplify quantum control protocols allowing the implementation of
ab-initio, atom chip-based quantum engineering recipes. We do so

using a non-custom multi-user facility enabling the metrological
exploitation of a cold quantum gas space-platform through the gen-
eration of a robust, stable, and tunable atomic source. These results
are aligned with the most challenging requirements of future space-
based experiments in the field of fundamental physics27, geodesy28 and
detection of gravitational waves29.

Results
Experimental setup
The experiments reported here were designed by the Consortium
for Ultracold Atoms in Space (CUAS) and executed using CAL, a
multi-user quantum gas facility aboard the ISS. The apparatus is
described in detail in ref. 5 and features the generation of a 87Rb
BEC by an atom chip-based30–32 payload. To reduce the com-
plexity of the trapping potential for subsequent experiments,
after the condensation the facility-provided quantum gas is
transferred from the five-current evaporation trap to a simplified
trap generated by the combination of magnetic fields resulting
solely from two control currents: Ichip is sent through a Z-shaped
wire on the atom chip (x-y-plane) and Icoil is injected in an
external pair of Helmholtz bias coils oriented along the y-axis
(parallel to the chip surface). This basic configuration creates a
magnetic quadrupole field in the y-z-plane which is closed in the
x-direction by the bent tails of the Z-shaped chip wire leading to
an approximately harmonic confinement for the atoms. Figure 1a
(left) illustrates this setup with the initial BEC made of a few
thousand atoms trapped 267 μm away from the atom chip. The
BEC oscillates in this trap at angular frequencies (ωx, ωy, ωz) = 2π ·
(29.3, 922, 926) Hz obtained via a complete modeling of all
magnetic fields and verified by scanning the hold time thold,i (see
Fig. 1c). The in-trap cloud oscillation amplitude in the z-direction
amounts to 0.22 ± 0.05 μm, which corresponds to a maximum in-
trap velocity of 1.3 ± 0.3 mm s−1.

Fig. 1 | Precise atomchip-aided preparation and characterizationof a quantum
gas in orbit. a Fast transport in the z-direction away from the atom chip of an
initially tightly confined, oscillating 87Rb BEC to a weakly confining final trap within
a total time tramp. b Applied ramp of the frequency ωz (red) and trap minimum
position ztrap (blue) during a typical transport. Exemplary center-of-mass motion
(green diamonds) of the BEC after time-of-flight tTOF recorded for the initial trap
for varying hold times thold,i (c) and after the transport for varying hold times thold,f
(d) or by scanning the free expansion time tTOF after release (e). The initial sloshing
(c) is caused by transfer from the facility trap to a simplified two-current ramp trap

which is generated by the currents Icoil and Ichip applied to a pair of Helmholtz coils
and a z-shaped chip wire (a), respectively. The final sloshing (d) is a measure of the
quality of our transport with low amplitudes indicating good performance. Resi-
dual magnetic field gradients accelerate the atoms in the F = 2, mF = 2 quantum
state during free expansion (e). Fitting (solid lines) a sine (c, d) or a parabola (e)
yields the oscillation amplitudes or the release velocity, respectively. Green shaded
areas show the 1σ-confidence bounds of the fits and error bars reflect the single-
shot detection noise. For more details on the data extraction procedure see the
Methods section.
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Bose-Einstein condensate shuttling, positioning and release
Shuttling quantum ensembles is an essential ingredient in operating
quantum sensors3, processing quantum information18 or conducting
secure quantum communication20,33,34. Moreover, it is generally bene-
ficial to execute these operations at a position with better optical
access and cleaner electromagnetic environment than the preparation
area. In the case of an atom chip experiment, it is necessary to move
the BEC away from the chip surface, especially given that the released
quantum gas can expand up to several millimeters in size, potentially
colliding with the chip surface. Moreover, to enable atom optics
experiments involving external light beams such as atom
interferometry35, this displacement is required to avoid obstruction of
the laser beams by the chip structures compromising the contrast of
the interferometer36. While in principle a slow, fully adiabatic atom
transport could be used, it is crippling due to the accumulation of
decoherence effects during transport or simply because it would
increase the experimental cycleduration,whichcould limit a repetitive
high-precision metrology experiment. In our system, a sufficiently
adiabatic trap minimum shift by 1mm would take more than 100 s.

Here we realize a fast atomic transport exploiting shortcut-to-
adiabaticity methods37 based on reverse-engineering quantum control
protocols as detailed in ref. 38. The method determines a classical
trajectory for the atoms, according to fixed boundary conditions,
whichmust be fulfilled experimentally to ensure an optimal transport.
These boundary conditions are chosen to guarantee, initially and
finally, the center of mass of the cloud being at rest, at the position of
the minimum of the trap. This leads to an atomic position following a
polynomial function in time. The trap dynamics are found thereafter
by inverting Newton’s equations (see the Methods sections on
shortcut-to-adiabaticity protocols and transport theory).

These protocols greatly benefit frommicrogravity conditions. On
Earth, gravity couples the different degrees of freedom limiting the
protocol efficiency39, imposing different more complicated optimal
control solutions40 and the resulting derivation of complex multi-
dimensional control sequences. This, in turn, would require a larger
number of experimental control parameters potentially making the
implementation impractical. In contrast, in the absence of gravita-
tional acceleration and by employing the simplified two-current trap-
ping scheme our space-based implementation of a shuttling ramp
merely relies on the control of one parameter, namely the current of
the bias coil Icoil which defines the minimum position of the trap with
respect to the chip surface. The time dependency of this bias coil
current is theoretically determined by an ab-initio approach similar to
the one of ref. 38 and a robustness study relying solely on few cali-
brated values of the trap frequency as a function of the distance to the
chip (see the Methods section).

We demonstrate our shuttling approach by considering two dif-
ferent final trap configurations that we denote trap A and trap B. Trap
A, featuring a modest transport distance of 0.42mm triggered by a
decrease of the current in the bias coil by a factor 3 during 100ms,
possesses trap frequencies of (ωx, ωy, ωz) = 2π · (25.2, 109, 110) Hz
making it ideal for matter-wave lensing experiments38,41 because the
almost cylindrical symmetry enables the simultaneous collimation of
two spatial dimensions at once. Trap B, reached decreasing the above-
mentioned current by a factor of 6 for a total time of 150ms, corre-
sponds to a long transport distance of 0.93mm realizing a space-
characteristic weak final 3D trapping of (ωx, ωy, ωz) = 2π · (14.4, 35.1,
26.9) Hz. This shallow final trap, possible in space because of the weak
residual gravitational pull of Earth, is perfect for releasing a quantum
gas as it minimizes its expansion energy and eventual parasitic kicks
due to technical imperfections of the switch-off. The full details of the
time-dependent ramp sequences are displayed in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3.

The short duration of the ramps results in an out-of-equilibrium
transport of the quantum gas as illustrated in Fig. 1a (middle). Two

types of measurements are performed to evaluate the shuttling qual-
ity: (i) we record the in-trap oscillations of the transported BEC by
varying the hold time thold,f and imaging the atomic cloud after 20ms
time-of-flight for every data point (Fig. 1d), (ii) we chooseonehold time
and collect a series of images for a varied time-of-flight (Fig. 1e).

The first type of experiments confirms the successful imple-
mentation of the shuttling protocol. As shown in Fig. 2, the residual
oscillation amplitudes could be reduced to a minimum of
0.068 ± 0.072μm in the case of ramp A (final trap frequency of
ωz = 2π · 110Hz) and 0.40 ± 0.15μm for ramp B (final trap frequency
of ωz = 2π · 26.9 Hz). In order to validate our method, the hold time
before the ramp thold,i is scanned and we obtain a good agreement
with our theoretical expectations represented by the solid curves in
Fig. 2. The implemented protocol consequently led to a transport of
the quantum state over a distance of roughly 1500 times its char-
acteristic size with a residual oscillation amplitude of about 5% of its
spatial extent. The transport rampwas implemented using a duration
as short as 4motional cycles of the final trap B period, accomplishing
a reduction in the oscillation energy of more than two orders of
magnitude compared to the initial facility-provided state.

The positioning uncertainty achieved here will be instrumental in
a wide range of sensing experiments such as quantum tests of general
relativity that require control of the initial positions of test masses to
better than a one micron level42. The shuttling performance is also
dramatically more advanced than prior transport conducted with
neutral atoms on ground37 making our source suitable for quantum
information processing, for example. This latter application, remark-
ably implemented so far with systems consisting of few ions, requires
meticulous positioning uncertainties to keep excitations at the level of
a fraction of themotional quantumof the final trap. It is worth noticing

Fig. 2 | Realization of a sub-μm residual oscillation amplitude of a transported
BEC. Residual in-trap oscillation amplitude of a BEC after transport as a function of
the initial hold time thold,i for two different transport ramps A (blue) and B (red). In
sequence A (B) the atoms were transported along the z-direction over 0.42 (0.93)
mm in 100 (150) ms from an initial trap of frequency ωz = 2π · 926Hz with initial
oscillation amplitude of 0.22 ± 0.05μm to a final trap with frequency ωz = 2π · 110
(26.9)Hz. Transport B is space-enabled due to veryweakfinal 3D trapping. After the
transport residual oscillation amplitudes as low as 0.068 ±0.072μm (trap A) and
0.40 ±0.15 μm (trap B) were measured. Changing the amplitude from 0.2μm to
0.068 (0.40) μm while lowering the trap frequency by a factor of 8.4 (34) corre-
sponds to a reductionof theoscillation energybya factorof 738 (359) for trapA (B),
respectively. Thedata (blue circles and reddiamonds) is consistentwith anab-initio
theoretical model (blue and red lines) based on a chip simulation and mean-field
BEC dynamics (see Methods). The error bars and shaded areas show the 1σ-
confidence bounds of the fits and the model, respectively.
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that our transport is at the same level of performance and precision as
seminal experiments implemented in quantum information proces-
sing with ions43,44 despite the shuttling starting point in this facility
being a BEC of a few thousand atoms in a motionally excited state, as
compared to starting with a single-atomquantum system in its ground
state, as is true for ion transport experiments. Furthermore, the trap
frequencies controlling the shuttling ramps are not constant, but
decrease instead by about two orders of magnitude throughout the
transport. A final complexity of our transport is the coupling of the
three spatial dimensions by the inter-atomic interactions in the
87Rb BEC.

The second aspect of quantum-state engineering that we perform
is about controlling the release velocity of the BEC. Figure 3 shows this
velocity recorded again as a function of the initial hold time. Several
conclusions can be drawn from this graph: (i) by scanning the initial
hold time, it is possible to realize an atomic source with a tunable
center-of-mass release velocity which agrees well with the oscillatory
behavior of the theoretical prediction. The error bars represent
experimental noise and stem from the rather low statistics due to
constraints on the total available measurement time (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 4); (ii) a systematic momentum kick is communicated by
the chip trap while switching it off, given by almost 1mms−1 for trap A
and few tens of μm s−1 in the weak trap configuration B. This
momentum kick is typical for atom chips and originates from the
slower switch-off behavior of the coil due to its larger inductance
compared with the chip structure leading to a slight shift of the trap
minimumduring release that accelerates the atoms. Themagnitude of
the kick scales with the original trap frequency in consistency with the
measurements; (iii) for a hold time of 2.8ms the space-enabled ramp B
allows the release of BECs with velocities of 35 ± 117μm s−1. By taking
the root mean square of the error bars for all hold times of ramp B, we
obtain an overall uncertainty of 233μm s−1 which reduces to 165 μm s−1

when weighting the individual error bars by the confidence bounds of
the theory model (see Supplementary Fig. 4). This uncertainty is close
to the one achieved by some of the most advanced metrological

measurements in the field of atom interferometry26,45 despite the lim-
ited number of experiments and the implementation in a multi-user
facility. The control of the uncertainty in the initial velocity being
comparable to state-of-the-art metrology experiments holds the pro-
mise that compact, space-borne laboratories such as CAL are mature
for satellite quantum sensing as planned for general relativity tests or
Earth observation missions.

Reaching pK energy scales
Having optimized the kinematics of the atomic source, it is possible to
engineer the quantum state of our degenerate gas source to drastically
reduce its free expansion energy. Indeed, metrological applications
suffer predominantly from expansion size effects of the interrogated
samples that could limit the excitation efficiencies in atom-light
interactions or cause leading systematic effects such as wavefront
aberrations25,46. Attempts to reach sub-nK energies were reported
using magnetic levitation techniques47 or adiabatic decompression5,48.
To further reduce the quantum gas energy, we turn here to atomic
lensing using the delta-kick collimation (DKC) techniques proposed in
refs. 49,50 and recently implemented in refs. 41,51,52. The lensing
sequence consists of releasing the quantum gas from the trap for a
certain free evolution time and shortly re-flashing the trapping
potential for a specific lens duration to slowdown the expansion of the
atomic cloud. Here we use trap A (ωx, ωy, ωz) = 2π · (25.2, 109, 110) Hz
and apply it to lens the released BEC matter wave after rescaling its
trapping frequencies by a factor 1/4. This rescaling is mandatory to
prevent impractically short lensing durations. The quasi-cylindrical
symmetry of trap A enables the simultaneous collimation along the y-
and z-axis with a single lensing pulse yielding very low overall 3D
expansion energies.

In order to avoid momentum kicks for the center-of-mass and
shape distortions, the atom cloud must be located at the minimum of
the lensing potential during the delta-kick. We therefore verify the
stability of our BEC source for the optimal initial hold time
thold,i = 2.4ms determined in Fig. 2 and record the release velocity out
of trap A while scanning the final hold time thold,f. The data (see Sup-
plementary Fig. 5) shows an excellent consistency with our theoretical
model despite being collected over several months in a mobile
laboratory experiencing sizable orientation and altitude changes. For a
final hold time of 24ms, the release velocity isminimal and the BEChas
moved only by 0.2 ± 5.9μm after 20ms of free fall. In addition, this
timing corresponds to a low expansion energy (200 ± 27 pK) in the x-
direction triggered by the collective excitations of the quantum gas
similar to the findings of refs. 38,41. This is important in order to
constrain the atomic density to a detectable level for several 100ms
after release, even though no appreciable collimation is expected in
the x-direction due to the weak trap frequency.

Figure 4 shows the results of our atomic lensing experiments in
the z-direction for a lens duration of 1.8ms (green) contrasted to the
free evolution after release (red). Indeed, in this direction we have
reduced the expansion energy by roughly a factor 70 from 3.6 ±0.2 nK
down to only 52 ± 10 pK. Thanks to the symmetry of the trap fre-
quencies, we infer a similar performance in the y-direction. Thus,
togetherwith the slowexpansion along x, the total 3D kinetic energy of
the source reaches about 100pK compatible with the landmark sev-
eral-second, space operation. This performance compares well with
ground-based 2D delta-kick experiments52 and could be enhanced to
match the achievement of state-of-the-art 3Ddelta-kick collimation41 at
the cost of adding an extra preparation step further reducing the
velocity in the weakly trapped direction through collective excitations
engineering. The longest free evolution time was limited to roughly
350ms due to technical constraints of the apparatus (see Methods
section). The experimental results were juxtaposed to an ab-initio
model (see Methods section) that describes the quantum mean-field
dynamics of the condensed gas in all three dimensions throughout the

Fig. 3 | Tunable and robust trap release of a BEC. Release velocity of a trans-
ported BEC as a function of the initial hold time thold,i for the two transport ramps
A (blue) and B (red) described in the caption of Fig. 2. Both transports allow for
tunable release velocities between −1.5mm s−1 and +0.5mm s−1 with a minimal
uncertainty of 0.117mm s−1 for thold,i = 2.8ms (trap B) representing experimental
noise. The release velocities are subject to a trap-dependent systematic shift
(yellow and purple dashed lines) given by ΔvA = −0.98 ± 0.15mm s−1 and
ΔvB = +0.062 ± 0.045mms−1 caused by the finite switch-off time of the trap. The
data (blue circles and red diamonds) is consistent with an ab-initio theoretical
model (blue and red lines) based on a chip simulation and mean-field BEC
dynamics (seeMethods). The error bars and shaded areas show the 1σ-confidence
bounds of the fits and the model, respectively.
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full sequence including the transport, the release, the delta-kick colli-
mation at tTOF = 20ms and the final free expansion. As a result, for
different lens durations (see Supplementary Fig. 6), we have noted a
delay in the magnetic field switch-off, globally quantified to a max-
imumof0.4ms. The regionbetween thedashed anddash-dottedblack
lines reflects this uncertainty of the experimental arrangement. Within
this confidence area, we observe an excellent agreement with our
theoretical predictions for the variety of lens regimes that we applied.

Discussion
The experiments conducted here in a modular, multi-user quantum
gas laboratory represent an important toolbox for cold atoms in space.
In contrast to ground-based research, several non-trivial hurdles had to
be tackled including the inability to proceed to hardware changes, the
remote operations and executions of a limited number of sequences
interfacing with distant JPL scientists and engineers and the delayed
retrieval of data. Going beyond the previous demonstrations, the
challenge here was to actually take advantage of the lack of gravity to
quantitatively surpass Earth-bound performances such as the
demonstrated shuttling and positioning precision of ensembles of
neutral atoms.More importantly, and driven by the promises of space-
based cold atom technology in several fields such as secure quantum
communication, quantum computation or quantum sensing, it was
necessary to demonstrate that it is possible to realize an atomic source
with a great accuracy in terms of its quantum state engineering.
Enabled by our results, space experiments are expected to boost the
sensitivity of quantum sensors through the unrivaled free drift time
they will offer. This exquisite sensitivity puts, however, quite
demanding requirements on the preparation of initial states. To give a
specific example, a dual-species interferometer testing the universality
of free fall at the state of the art53 would require the positioning
uncertainty to be not larger than 1μm and the expansion energy to be
at the order of few tens of pK. These two stringent requirements were

fulfilled by the quantum state engineering that was achieved here
which in turn demonstrates the feasibility of ambitious fundamental
physics missions in space such as the satellite test of the Einstein
equivalence principle STE-QUEST at the 10−17 level29 competing for a
medium-class mission opportunity within the ESA’s science
programme54.

This chip-integrated atomic source therefore already satisfies the
most stringent requirements set for future space missions based on
precision atom interferometry28,29,55,56. We also anticipate an extensive
utilization of such an atomic source preparation in various other
application fields such as quantum information processing18, satellite
gravimetry28, matter-wave optics15, fundamental physics tests42, grav-
itational wave detection and space quantum communication33,34.

Moreover,we expect a great improvement of results with the next
generation of CAL and the envisioned BECCAL57 payloads. Indeed,
further increasing the atom numbers (105 instead of 104) in the BEC
would dramatically improve the signal strength, while more flexible
current controllers would enable even smoother transport ramps
(ramps of a few hundred discrete steps instead of 80 in this work).
Finally, dedicated studies with atoms in the magnetically insensitive
Zeeman states will allow for undisturbed freely floating atomic clouds.
These purely technical improvements could already make it possible
to access positioning accuracies at the nm level and observation times
of several seconds compatible with the most ambitious quantum
technologies applications in space58.

In summary, we have performed state-of-the-art quantum-state
engineering of a quantum degenerate gas of neutral atoms in the
Earth-orbiting research laboratory CAL. The protocols applied were
robust enough to allow the successful, rapid transport of a quantum
gas with near 70 nm positioning accuracy, its tunable controlled
release with velocities known at the 100μms−1 level and reduced its
expansion energy to about 50pK. The high fidelity in reaching this
state optimization and its stability over months and millions of km of

Fig. 4 | Delta-kick collimation of a BEC to the 50pK energy level. Thomas-Fermi
radius in the z-direction Rz of a free expanding BEC (red diamonds) released from
trap A compared to the case where the final trap was switched on again for 1.8ms
(green dots) 20ms after release (dotted vertical line) with rescaled angular fre-
quencies (by a factor 1/4) to lens the BEC. The atomic lens removes kinetic energy
from the system yielding an expansion energy of only 52 ± 10 pK compared to
3.6 ± 0.2 nK for the non-lensed ensemble. The expansion energies are determined
by fitting theory curves (solid lines) to the data (filled dots). Shaded areas show the

1σ-confidence bounds of the fits and error bars reflect the single-shot detection
noise. Comparison with a realistic 3D simulation of the Gross–Pitaevskii equation
(dashed line) reveals that the effective lens is weaker than expected due to finite
switching times. Scanning the lens duration (see Supplementary Fig. 5) leads to an
upperboundof the expansiondynamicsby a0.4ms shorter lens (dash-dotted line)
with the corresponding expansion energies given in black. Data shown by empty
symbols are excluded from the fits due to split clouds at short times and low
densities at long times (see Methods section).
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operation on a 90-minute orbit inaugurate the metrological
exploitation of space-embarked quantum technologies based on
neutral atoms.

Methods
Cold Atom Lab facility
CAL is a NASA multi-user BEC facility that was launched to the ISS in
May 2018. It was built and operated by a team of scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, USA. As this team
detailed in refs. 5,59, the facility allows the study of 87Rb BECs in
microgravity in an atom-chip-based device. The experiments reported
in this article are efforts by the Consortium for Ultra-Cold Atoms in
Space (CUAS). The final evaporation of the atomic cloud takes place in
a tightly confining trap generated by the combination of magnetic
fields resulting from five different currents applied to two chip struc-
tures as well as three pairs of Helmholtz bias coils. In order to increase
the robustness of the quantum state engineering proposed by the
CUAS team, the BEC was loaded into a simplified trap generated by
solely two currents, one sent through a Z-shaped chip wire, the other,
Icoil, injected in an external pair of Helmholtz bias coils oriented along
the y-axis (parallel to the chip surface). The shuttling of the atoms, in
this simplified trap, is controlled solely by the value of the current Icoil.
These traps were calibrated in a dedicated campaign as explained in
the next point.

Although initially featuring more than 10,000 BEC atoms5,
degradation of the alkali metal dispenser performance limited the
number of condensed atoms to amaximumof 4000whenmost of the
CUAS experiments reported here were performed. Consequently, free
evolution times were limited to 400ms even for appropriately lensed
ensembles due to decreasing particle densities. Moreover, the residual
magnetic field gradients present even when all coils and chip struc-
tureswere switched off5,48, led to relevant accelerations of the atoms in
themF = 2 hyperfine sublevel so that the BEC ultimately moved out of
view of the imaging system. However, our analysis showed that any
corresponding magnetic field curvatures were negligible for the
dynamics of the atom clouds. Attempts to transfer the atoms to the
magnetic insensitive mF =0 sub-level were prevented by low atom
numbers and the limited total operation time of the CAL device. Later
on, the core part of the apparatus, including the atom chip, was
exchanged leading to a new magnetic field geometry and thus pre-
venting the further continuation of the experiments reported in this
article.

Calibration efforts for the chip model
In order to design efficient non-adiabatic transport ramps, a precise
calibration of the applied chip and coil currents and the resulting trap
positions and frequencies is mandatory. By setting up a 3D model of
the atom chipwires as well as the Helmholtz coils and solving the Biot-
Savart law for these current-carrying structures, we were able to
compute the value of the magnetic field at the position of the atoms.
The predictions of this chip model were compared with data of the in-
trap oscillation of the atomic cloud transported to different positions
(see Supplementary Fig. 1). Here the initial BEC was diabatically
transported to an intermediate trap by linearly ramping down the
current in the y-coils to induce center-of-mass sloshing whichwas then
recorded by varying the hold time in that trap. By fine-tuning the
parameters of the chip model, we were then able to calibrate our
theoretical model with the measured data. The ramp sequences dis-
cussed in the main text are based on this chip trap modeling.

Fitting routine
All data shown in this article is based on resonant absorption imaging
along the y-axis and fitting of the obtained 2D-density distribution (x-z-
plane) either by a Thomas-Fermi profile (free expansion times beyond
80ms) or by a bimodal fitting routine (calibration, STA

characterization and short free expansion times) consisting of a
Gaussian background for the thermal part and a Thomas-Fermi profile
for the condensed fraction. Here we focus solely on the results of the
condensed part of the atom cloud since the thermal part typically
expands much faster than the BEC and already gets too dilute to be
measurable after a time-of-flight of several tens of ms. Consequently,
wemeasure the spatial extent of the BEC in termsof the Thomas-Fermi
radius. Our science experiments were typically performed with
2000–4000 condensed atoms and a BEC fraction of 10–25%. During
the calibrationmeasurements the BEC fraction was below 10% and the
number of condensed atoms reached up to 12,000.

Shortcut-to-adiabaticity protocol and robustness study
The STA protocol developed for harmonic traps in ref. 38 and imple-
mented in CAL’s atom chip, assumes a BEC initially at rest with van-
ishing center-of-mass velocity and acceleration located at the
minimum of the initial trap. The CAL-delivered quantum gas is how-
ever oscillating with an amplitude of 0.22 ± 0.05μm in the z-direction
(926Hz frequency) in the starting trap and therefore never matches
these theoretical conditions. Nevertheless, the STA ramp employed
here is robust against an initial position offset (see Supplementary
Fig. 2) and the starting point with vanishing velocity is found by
scanning the ramp starting time. Moreover, the atom chip traps are
harmonic only close to the minimum such that during the diabatic
transport, the quantum gas explores anharmonic regions of the
potential. On the other hand, low amplitude oscillation ramps require
fast current changes which could not be implemented experimentally
due to the limited amount of discretization steps. This limit leads to an
importantmismatch between the theory ramps and their experimental
implementations and therefore to high residual amplitude oscillations
in the final trap. A trade-off was found and led to the proposal of ramps
of 100 and 150ms duration - and not shorter - in order to limit these
two effects. A robustness studywas carried out in order to evaluate the
residual oscillations in the final trap as a function of the initial position
of the transported atomic cloud. The result of this analysis is shown in
Supplementary Fig. 2 which generalizes the theory of ref. 38 to trans-
port traps with additional cubic terms (the most important anharmo-
nic potential components for atom chips) and to account for the
effects of the discretization of the current Icoil in 80 steps as commu-
nicated to theoperations team. This discretization in afinite number of
steps is a clear limit for the implemented ramps. If it would technically
be possible to code a ramp with 200 steps, one would reach the nm
positioning uncertainty predicted by the robustness study. By tuning
the initial hold time, one could obtain the optimal results (better than
1μm residual oscillation amplitude) at the turning point of the initial
oscillation (zi = 0.2μm, vi = 0) as predicted by the adapted theory
described here. It is interesting to note that the STA ramps found here
do not have a complex shape and could be approximated by a sigmoid
with an adjusted inflection point and slope. Finding such a sigmoid
would however require a large number of experiments exploring a
wide range of these two parameters. Conversely, the STA ramp is
found immediately, its robustness is evaluated theoretically and is
therefore a powerful quantum engineering tool in an environment
where the number of experimental shots is limited.

Theory of the transport and release dynamics
The theoretical model of the in-trap amplitude and release velocity of
the BEC is based on the solution of Newton’s equation of motion for
the displacement of a particle in a harmonic potential, with a time-
dependent trap frequency ωz(t) and position ztrap(t) known at every
position thanks to a complete atom chip simulation calibrated to the
experiment (see the calibration section above).

We measured through sloshing experiments in the initial trap
(Fig. 1c), that the condensate is oscillating with an amplitude of
Ai = 0.22 ± 0.05μm. We thus consider an oscillation in the initial trap
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with this amplitude as the initial conditions

zat 0; thold,i
� �

=Aicos ωz,ithold,i +φi

� �
, ð1Þ

and

z0at 0; thold,i
� �

= �Aiωz,isin ωz,ithold,i +φi

� �
, ð2Þ

for the equation of motion

z00at t; thold,i
� �

+ω2
z tð Þ zat t; thold,i

� �� ztrap tð Þ
h i

=0, ð3Þ

determining the position zat(t; thold,i) of the atomic cloud. By solving
this equation of motion, we obtain the final position zat(tf; thold,i) and
the release velocity z0at(tf; thold,i) of the atoms, which are periodic
functions with respect to the initial hold time thold,i with the same
frequency as the one of the initial trap.

The phaseof the initial oscillationφi is adjusted so that the release
velocity variation is in phasewith the data. The theoretical offset of the
oscillation of the condensate velocity is different from the experi-
mental offset. This shift is given by a sinusoidal fit of the experimental
data and is attributed to a kick induced by the chip’s currents
switch-off.

The oscillation amplitude Af(thold,i) in the final trap of frequency
ωz(tf) is deduced by the motion of a particle in a harmonic potential. It
is obtained from the position and the velocity of the center of mass of
the condensate at the end of the transport by the following formula

Af ðthold,iÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½z0atðtf ; thold,iÞ=ωzðtf Þ�2 + ½zatðtf ; thold,iÞ � ztrapðtf Þ�2

q
: ð4Þ

The shaded areas of the theoretical plots are the result of calcu-
lations taking the maximum and minimum values of the oscillation
amplitude in the initial trap, which are given by the experimental
confidence bounds on the amplitude.

Delta-kick collimation analysis
The atomic lens modeling relies on a mean-field approach solving the
Gross–Pitaevskii equation in 3D for a time-dependent trap sequence
starting with the initial 2-current trap and going through the whole
transport protocol.

In order to determine the expansion velocities of the freely
expanding and lensed BECs, we fit theory curves (solid lines in Fig. 4
and Supplementary Fig. 6) to the data sets (filled circles). These
expansion curves are based on effective scaling solutions60–62 for har-
monically trapped BECs and take into account the mean-field dynam-
ics giving rise to a non-trivial short-time behavior and a linear
expansion for long free evolution times. These scaling solutions agree
very well with full numerical simulations of the Gross–Pitaevskii
equation systematically lying between the two bounds represented in
Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 6 by the black dashed and dash-dotted
lines. In case of lensed atoms, we varied the duration of the lens to
obtain the optimal fitting expansion curve while in case of free
expanding atoms and for data along the x-direction the frequency of
the release trap in the relevant direction was varied. The slope dR/dt of
the resulting curves in the long-time limit is used to calculate the
expansion energy of the cloud in terms of an expansion energy kBT/
2 =m(dR/dt/√7)2/2, where the factor √7 relates the Thomas-Fermi
radius to the standard deviation of the cloud, m being the mass of a
87Rb atom and kB the Boltzman constant. The error bars are given by
the 1σ-confidence bounds of the fits.

During the analysis of the atomic lensing experiments, the fol-
lowing effects were identified and taken into account: (i) Shortly after
the atomic lens is applied, the BEC was split into two individual clouds
(mF = 1 and mF = 2 hyperfine sublevels) by non-adiabatic spin-flip
transitions due to magnetic field switching similar to what was

observed in ref. 48. In our case, the splitting appeared in the x-direc-
tion and the majority of the atoms remained in the mF = 2 state.
Moreover, only the atomic lens experiments were affected but not the
pure free expansion. After a total time-of-flight of 100ms, the two
clouds were well separated allowing to individually fit themF = 2 cloud
for the rest of the dynamics. As a consequence, the data points for
times tTOF≤ 100ms (light green open circles in Fig. 4) were fitted to
overlapping clouds rendering a precise determination of the cloud size
challenging, especially in the x- direction. (ii) For long expansion times
ourmodeling predicted densities below the experimentally detectable
minimum of 2·1011 atoms/m2 so that the data points beyond this den-
sity threshold (dark green open circles) were not considered for fitting
the expansion curves. This cutoff depends on the lens duration and
increases from 120ms to 190ms for Supplementary Fig. 6a–d. (iii) The
determination of the size of the atom cloud was limited to a minimum
of roughly 40μm in the z-direction although the initial size of the BEC
was less than 10μm. Thus, we included a correction factor Rreso for the
theoretically determined sizes Rz by considering the expression
(Rz

2 +Rreso
2)½ for the theory curves. Comparison with the short time

behavior of the free expansion dynamics resulted in the value
Rreso = 42μm used for all data sets.

Data availability
The datasets generated for and analyzed in this paper are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. All NASA
CAL data are on a schedule for public availability through the NASA
Physical Science Informatics (PSI) website (https://www.nasa.gov/PSI).
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